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Country  Romania 

Name of the university  Transilvania University of Brasov 

Name of local partner Camping Zori 

Purpose of the internship 

and short description of 

activities  

The main practical activities to be carried out by the student are the following: 

- taking over and registering reservations from the request 

- reception and accommodation of requests at the campsite 

- the sheet for announcing departures and departures to tourists 

- informing tourists about the possibilities of agreement/spending time during their 

stay in the campsite 

- supporting the activities/projects organized in the campsite during the internship 

Location Rural Media Haus SRL, Cloasterf village, no. 3, Saschiz commune, Mureș county, CP 

547511 

Location on Google maps https://maps.app.goo.gl/Ni9CVKdsnhF7wem37 

Duration of the 

internship (weeks) 

10-31 August 2024 

Period of the internship 3 weeks 

Number of places offered 5 students 

Desired profile of the 

student 

The students are expected to have the following knowledge and skills: 

- English B1 

- ability to make quick, efficient and responsible decisions 

- planning and organization skills 

- good communication and negotiation skills, flexibility and adaptability in various 

contexts, creativity and enthusiasm, rigor 

Logistics of the 

placement - 

accommodation 

Free accommodation in tents provided by UNITBV. 

Logistics of the 

placement - meals 

Hosted students can use the campsite kitchen to prepare their own food. 

Logistics of the 

placement - 

transportation 

Bus/ trains/ car from Brasov to Saschiz 
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Logistics of the 

placement - other details 

Students need their own sleeping bags and other materials recommended for camping. 

*Estimated associated 

costs in charge of 

students 

Meals – aprox. 10 euro/day 

Academic requirements Students (all study cycles) in the field of: Tourism, Business administration, foreign 

languages 

Language requirements English min. B1 

Contact details for 

further inquiries about 

this offer 

Contact person at host institution: 

Florentina Calugar, administrator Camping Zori 
campingzori@gmail.com, www.camping-zori.com 
 
Contact person within UNITBV 
Lecturer Dr. Simona Soica, Faculty of Food and Tourism, Email: s.bucsa@unitbv.ro  

Documents that must be 

uploaded in the 

application (required by 

the host institution) 

- 
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